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Abstract: Bourbaki studied the concept of locally closed sets in topological spaces. A subset B of a 
topological space is locally closed if it is the intersection of a closed set with an open set.  Following this 
topologists introduced the new notions of locally closed sets by replacing open sets by nearly open sets 
and generalized open sets and/or by replacing the closed sets by nearly closed sets and generalized 
closed sets.  Recently the author  discussed the properties of p-sets introduced by Thangavelu and Rao.  
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new class of sets called locally p-sets and studied their 
properties. 
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1. Introduction: Thangavelu and Chandrasekhara Rao[12] introduced the concept of p-sets in topology 
and studied the basic properties of p-sets. Indira et.al.[4] and Tamizharasi et.al.[11, 13] extended the 
notion of p-sets in general topology to bitopology. Bageerathi et.al.[2] and Murugesan et.al.[6,7] 
investigated the concepts of p-sets in fuzzy setting.  Manoharan et.al.[5] studied the notion of    p-sets in 
ideal topological spaces. Usha parameswari et.al.[14]  and the author [3, 9]  investigated the further 
properties of p-sets in topology.  In this paper the concepts of a locally p-set and a dual locally p-set are 
introduced and their basic properties  have been studied.  
 

2. Preliminaries: Throughout this paper (X, t) and (Y, s)  denote topological spaces. X\A is the 
complement of a subset A of X. The interior and closure operators are respectively denoted by intA and 
clA. The following definitions and  lemmas will be useful in sequel. 
 
Definition 2.1:     A subset A of a topological space X is called  

1. α-open [8] if AÍ int cl int A and α-closed if cl int cl AÍ A. 
2. Regular open [10] if A = int cl A and regular closed if A = cl int A.  

3. A  p-set [12]  if cl int A Í int cl A. 
 
Lemma 2.2: If A is a subset of X then  
αint αcl A = int cl A and αcl αint A = cl int A. [1] 
A subset A of a topological space X is clopen if it is both open and closed . Analogously regular clopen 
and  α-clopen sets can be defined. 
 

Diagram 2.3: Regular clopen Û clopen Û α-clopen Þ p-set 
 

Lemma 2.4: If A is clopen and B is a p-set then A Ç B is a p-set.  [12] 
 
Lemma 2.5: A is a p-set if and only if X \ A is a p-set.  [12] 
 

Lemma 2.6:  A subset U´V of the  product space X´Y is a p-set if and only if  U is a p-set in X and V is a 
p-set in Y.  [12] 
 
Lemma 2.7: 
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1. Every singleton set in R1 is a p-set. 
2. Every subset of the set of all rational numbers is a p-set in R1. 
3. Every subset of the set of all irrational numbers is a p-set in R1. 

4. For every real x, R-{x} is a p-set in R1. 
5. The intervals of positive length are not p-sets in R1. [3] 
 
Definition 2.8: A function f : (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called  
1. p-continuous  if f -1(V) is p-set in X for every open set V in Y.  
2. p-irresolute if f -1(V) is a p-set in X for every p-set V in Y. [12] 
  
3. Locally p-Sets:  The intersection of a p-set with an open set  need not be  an open set  and need not 
be  a p-set as shown below. 
 

Let  X = {a, b, c}  and t  = {f, {b}, {c}, {b,c}, X}. Then  p(t)  = {f, {a}, {b,c}, X} = the collection of p-sets in X. 

Now X is open and {a} is a p-set.  XÇ{a} = {a} is a p-set but not open. Also X is a p-set and {b} is open .  

XÇ{b} = {b}is open but not a p-set.  The union of a closed set with a p-set is neither a closed set nor a p-
set  as shown below. 

[0,1]ÈQ  is neither a closed set nor a p-set in the Euclidean space R1.  This discussion motivates us to 
have the following definition.  
 

Definition 3.1: Let (X, t ) be a topological space .  A  subset of X is called a locally p-set if it is the 
intersection of an open set with a p-set. Also a subset of X is called a dual locally p-set if it is the union of 
a closed set with a p-set. 
 
The discussion prior to Definition 3.1 shows that a locally p-set need not be an open set and need not be 
a p-set and a dual locally p-set is neither a closed set nor a p-set.  However the following proposition 
holds. 
 
Proposition 3.2:  
1. Every p-set is  both a locally p-set and a dual locally p-set. 
2. Every open set  is a locally p-set. 
3. Every closed set is a dual locally p-set.  

Proof:  Suppose B is a p-set in X. Since B = XÇB, B is a locally p-set and  since B =ÆÈB, B is a dual 

locally p-set in X.  Now suppose G is  an open set in X. Since G = XÇG  and X is a p-set,  G is a locally p-

set in X.  If F is a closed set in X ,  since F = ÆÈF,  F is a dual locally  p-set in X. This proves the 
proposition 
 
Proposition 3.3:  A subset B of a space X is a locally p-set if and only if  X\B is a dual locally p-set. 

Proof: A subset B of a space X is a locally p-set if and only if B = GÇA where G is open in X and A is a p-

set in X. Since X\B = (X\G)È(X\A)  and since X\A  is a p-set whenever A is a p-set, it follows that B is a 
locally p-set if and only if X\B is a dual locally p-set. 
 

Proposition 3.4:  Suppose G is clopen or regular clopen or a-clopen and A is a p-set.  Then (i)GÇ A is 

both a p-set  and a locally p-set  and (ii) GÈ A is both a p-set  and a dual locally       p-set. 
Proof:  Follows from Diagram 2.3  and Lemma 2.4. 
 
Proposition 3.5:   In an extremally disconnected space,  every  subset is a locally p-set. 
Proof:  Follows from the fact that in an extremally disconnected space every subset is a p-set.  
 
Proposition 3.6:   In a  partition space   every   a locally p-set  is a p-set. 
Proof:  Follows from the fact that in a partition space, every open set is closed. 
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Proposition 3.7:   Let  X and Y be any two topological  spaces . Let X ´Y be the product space. Let U and 

V be the subsets of X and Y respectively.  Then U ´V is (i)a locally p-set in X ´Y  if and only if U is a 
locally p-set in X  and V is a locally p-set in Y.  

(ii)a dual locally p-set in X ´Y  if and only if U is a dual locally p-set in X  and V is a dual locally p-set in 
Y. 

Proof: U ´V is a locally p-set in X´Y  if and only if U´V = (G´H) Ç(A´B) where G´H is open in  X´Y  and 

A´B  is a p-set in X´Y that is if and only if  

U´V = (GÇA)´(HÇB) that is if and only if U = GÇA  and V= HÇB where  G is open in X and A is a p-set 
in X  and H is open in Y and B is a p-set in Y that is if and only if U is a locally p-set in X and V is a 
locally p-set in Y.This proves (i).  
 

U´V is a dual locally p-set in X´Y  if and only if (X´Y)\(U´V) is a locally p-set in X´Y that is if and only if  

(X\U)´(Y\V) is a locally p-set in X´Y that is if and only if X\U is a locally p-set in X and Y\V is a locally 
p-set in Y that is if and only if U is a dual locally finite in X and V is a dual locally finite in Y. This proves 
(ii) and hence the proposition.  
 
Proposition 3.8:   

(i)Every locally p-set in (X .t)  is a locally p-set in (X. ta). 

(ii)Every dual locally p-set in (X ,t)  is a dual locally p-set in (X, ta). 

Proof:  Follows from the fact that the class of p-sets in (X, t) is same as the class of p-sets in    (X, ta) and 

from the fact that every open set is a-open. 
 
4. Applications to Functions:  

Definition 4.1:  Let f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) be a function.   f is locally p-continuous from (X,t) to (Y,s) if the 

inverse image of every open set in (Y, s )  is a locally p-set in (X,t)  and is locally  p-irresolute if . the 

inverse image of every locally p-set  in (Y,s )  is a locally p-set in (X,t).  
 

Proposition 4.2:  f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-continuous if and only if f -1(H) is a dual locally   p-set in X 
for every closed set H in Y. 

Proof: f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-continuous if and only if f -1(V) is a  locally p-set in X for every open set 
V in Y if and only if  X\f -1(V) is a dual locally p-set in X for every open set V in Y that is if and only if f -

1(Y\V) is a dual locally p-set in X for every open set V in Y that is if and only if f -1(H) is a dual locally p-
set in X for every closed  set H in Y. This proves the proposition.  
 

Proposition 4.3: If f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-continuous  then  for every xÎX and for every open set V 

in Y with f(x)ÎV there is a locally p-set GÇA in X such that xÎGÇA and        f(GÇA) Í V. 

Proof:   Suppose f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-continuous. Let xÎX and  V be open in Y with f(x)ÎV.  Then 

f -1(V) is a  locally p-set in X.  Let f -1(V)  = GÇA  where G is open in X and A is a p-set in X.  Clearly xÎ 

GÇA= f -1(V)  that implies f(GÇA) Í V.  This proves the proposition.  
 
Remark:  The converse of the above proposition is not true.  However the converse is true when the 
class of locally p-sets in X is closed under arbitrary union as seen in the next proposition. 
 

Proposition 4.4:  Let  (X,t)  be a space such that the class of locally p-sets is closed under union.  The 

for any function f:(X,t )®(Y,s ), the following are equivalent.  

1. f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-continuous. 
2. f -1(H) is a dual  locally p-set in X for every closed set H in Y. 

3. for every xÎX and for every open set V in Y with f(x)ÎV there is a locally p-set    GÇ A in X such that 

xÎGÇA and f(GÇA) Í V. 

Proof:  (i)Û (ii) follows from Proposition 4.2 and (i)Þ (iii) follows from Proposition 4.3.   (iii)Þ (i) 
follows from the fact that the class of locally p-sets in X is closed under union. 
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Proposition 4.5:  f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-irresolute if and only if f -1(H) is a dual locally    p-set in X 
for every dual locally p-set  H in Y. 
 

Proof: f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-irresolute if and only if f -1(B) is a  locally p-set in X for every locally p-
set B in Y if and only if  X\f -1(B) is a dual locally p-set in X for every  locally   p-set B in Y that is if and 
only if f -1(Y\B) is a dual locally p-set in X for every  locally p-set B in Y that is if and only if f -1(H) is a 
dual locally p-set in X for every dual locally p-set H in Y. This proves the proposition.  
 

Proposition 4.6: If f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-irresolute  then  for every xÎX and for every locally p-set  

V in Y with f(x)ÎV there is a locally p-set GÇA in X such that xÎGÇA and f(GÇA) Í V. 

Proof:   Suppose f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p- irresolute. Let xÎX and  V be a locally p-set  V in Y with 

f(x)ÎV.  Then f -1(V) is a  locally p-set in X.  Let f -1(V)  = GÇA  where G is open in X and A is a p-set in X.  

Clearly xÎ GÇA= f -1(V)  that implies f(GÇA) Í V.  This proves the proposition.  
 
Remark:  The converse of the above proposition is not true.  However the converse is true when the 
class of locally p-sets in X is closed under arbitrary union as seen in the next proposition. 
 

Proposition 4.7:  Let  (X,t )  be a space such that the class of locally p-sets is closed under union.  The 

for any function f:(X,t )®(Y,s ), the following are equivalent.  

1. f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is locally p-irresolute. 
2. f -1(H) is a dual  locally p-set in X for every dual locally p-set  H in Y. 

3. for every xÎX and for every locally p-set set V in Y with f(x)ÎV there is a locally   p-set GÇ A in X 

such that xÎGÇA and f(GÇA) Í V. 

Proof:  (i)Û (ii) follows from Proposition 4.5 and (i)Þ (iii) follows from Proposition 4.6.  (iii)Þ (i) 
follows from the fact that the class of locally p-sets in X is closed under union. 
 
Proposition 4.8:   

(i)If  f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is continuous and p-irresolute then it is locally p-irresolute. 

(ii)If  f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is continuous  then  it is locally p-continuous. 

(iii)If  f:(X,t )®(Y,s ) is  p-continuous  then it is locally p-continuous. 

Proof:   (i) follows from the fact that f -1(GÇ B)= f -1(G)Ç f -1 (B). (ii) follows from the fact that every open 
set is a locally p-set and (iii) follows from the fact that every p-set is a locally p-set. 
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